Knowledge, Values, and Rationality

Approved Cluster Courses:

Academic Year 2017-2018

BI 372U: Nanotechnology: Society and Sustainability (Crosslisted with SCI 372U)
CCJ 320U: Theories of Crime and Justice
COMM 336U: Metaphor
EAS 333U: Problems, Solutions and Systems Thinking
EC 314U: Private and Public Investment Analysis
EC 321U: Fundamentals of Game Theory
PH 335U: Wacky or Real: What Everyone Should Know about Physics Scams
PHE 351U: Film and Health
PHE 444U: Global Health
PHE 444U: Global Health
PHE 351U: Film and Health
PHE 444U: Global Health

PHL 300U: Philosophical Methods and Concepts
PHL 305U: Philosophy of Medicine
PHL 306U: Science and Pseudoscience
PHL 307U: Philosophy of Social Science
PHL 308U: Elementary Ethics
PHL 309U: Business Ethics
PHL 310U: Environmental Ethics
PHL 311U: Morality of Punishment
PHL 313U: Life and Death Issues
PHL 314U: Computer Ethics
PHL 316U: Social and Political Philosophy
PHL 317U: Philosophy of Art
PHL 318U: Philosophy of Medicine
PHL 320U: Critical Thinking
PHL 321U: Practical Epistemology
PHL 322U: Minds and Machines
PHL 324U: Introduction to Formal Logic
PHL 325U: Introduction to Formal Logic II
PHL 330U: Language, Representation and Reality
PHL 331U: Philosophy of Education
PHL 333U: Philosophy of Law
PHL 344U: Military Ethics
PHL 350U: International Ethics
PHL 351U: Philosophy of International Human Rights
PHL 352U: Philosophy of International Law
PHL 355U: Morality and Health Care
PHL 360U: American Philosophy
PHL 365U: Atheism
PHL 367U: Philosophy of Sports
PHL 369U: Philosophy of Sex and Love
PHL 370U: Philosophy of Work and Leisure
PHL 371U: Philosophy and the City
PHL 375U: Food Ethics
PS 325U: Politics and Legal Enforcement of Morals
PSY 300U: Personal Decision Making
SCI 372U: Nanotechnology: Society and Sustainability (Crosslisted with BI 372U)
SYSC 330U: Models in Science
SYSC 332U: Intro to Agent-Based Modeling
SYSC 338U: Decision Making in Complex Environments
SYSC 350U: Indigenous and Systems Perspectives on Sustainability
SYSC 399U: Big Data and the Modern World
UNST 321U: Learning in Action